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The Rise and Fall of Dr Bossy Boots

By Dr Michael Gross

Cast

Dr Bossy Boots - a very rude man

Dr Lowly - a junior doctor

Ward Sister Gentle

Nurse Kind 

Mr Patient

Location

This play takes place in a hospital. 

Note

This year will be my 50th year in medicine and 40 years in the world of neurology. 
The changes in that time immense. We are still in the infancy of modern medicine as 
the current crisis has shown us. Our children and grandchildren are going to see the 
most remarkable advances in the future. 

My story is a pastiche, a caricature of many consultants that I worked for in my 
younger days. I owe so much to many not just for learning but also how not to 
behave. Patients really did stand to attention during the 1970’s at the London 
Hospital in the East End. We truly met some of our seniors in the car park. 
What has not changed has been the wonderful  nature and quality of my nursing 
colleagues. Always our equals and probably our betters. Sister Gentle and Nurse 
Kind could be any of 500 people I have been honoured to have worked with over the 
years.

Scene One

Dr Bossy Boots: Hello, everyone. I am Dr Bossy Boots (pumps up chest). I am a 
very important doctor (pumps up chest more). I am a very 
senior doctor (near to exploding and buttons popping). When I 
talk, everyone listens. I come to the hospital in my beautiful 
big car where I have my own special parking place. All my 
very junior doctors come to meet me in the car park, they want 
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to carry my briefcase, and make sure no-one is in my way. We 
march through the hospital to my ward where my ward sister 
meets me at the door.

Ward Sister Gentle: Good morning Dr Bossy Boots.

Junior Doctor: Hello, I am Dr Lowly. Although I do all the work and look after 
all the patients on the wards it is Dr Bossy Boots who we all 
have to impress. He is an especially important doctor. (aside) 
He just is not very nice.(looks sad.)

Ward Sister Gentle: We look after all of Dr Bossy Boot’s patients.

Nurse Kind: But we don’t think he knows we even exist. We do our job 
because, as nurses, we are Kind and Gentle.

Dr Bossy Boots: Come on everyone, no time to dawdle and talk, we have work 
to do and patients to see.

Mr Patient: Here comes my doctor with his team. He looks very important. 
I hope he knows what he is doing. … I think I should stand to 
attention.

Mr Patient stands to attention. (Patients really used to do this in hospitals - a very long time 
ago!)

Dr Bossy Boots: Hello Mr Patient I an Dr Bossy Boots and I am going to make 
you better. Just a little operation, you will not feel a thing. 
(Turns to his team) Set it all up for later.

Dr Lowly: Yes sir. 

Nurse Kind: (aside) – a little please or thank you might help, even if you are 
particularly important.

Dr Bossy Boots marches off the ward without a glance at anyone.

Scene Two - in the car park:

Dr Bossy Boots strides to his car, thinking how clever and good he is.

Dr Bossy Boots: I am very good at my job. Sorted that Mr Patient out in no time. 
He will be fine now. Good thing I was there. None of those 
other silly nincompoops know what they’re doing. They didn’t 
even bring me my cup of tea I wanted. (He slips and falls)   
Ouch and bother. Ouch and oh dear. I have obviously broken 
my leg.

(Dr Lowly rushes to help him)
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Dr Lowly: Are you OK sir?

Dr Bossy Boots: No silly boy. I am not OK, I am far from OK can’t you see I 
have a broken leg.

Dr Lowly: So-so- sorry ssssir. I can see that. I just wanted to know if you 
were in pain.

Dr Bossy Boots: Of course, I am in pain. Get me an ambulance and take me to 
our casualty department.

(Everyone makes the noise of an ambulance)

Scene Three - in the hospital

Sister Gentle: Oh this is terrible.

Nurse Kind: Oh this is terrible.

Mr Patient: Oh this is terrible.

Dr Lowly: Yes it is but I can get it all fixed. Please Sister Gentle and Nurse 
Kind will you ask the operating theatres to be ready soon and 
make sure Dr Bossy Boots has lots of pain killing medicine, so 
he is really comfortable. 

Nurse Kind: Of course we will. (She makes every effort to puff up the 
pillows and fuss around Dr Bossy Boots)

Scene Four - in the hospital

Dr Bossy Boots is walking on crutches and leaving to go home.

Sister Gentle, Nurse Kind and Dr Lowly all stand together, looking nervous. 

Dr Bossy Boots: You have all been so Gentle and Kind. Dr Lowly I never knew 
what a great surgeon you are. I might be an important doctor, 
but I am only as good as the wonderful team around me. Would 
you all like to come to my house for tea this weekend?

Everyone looks very happy and says ‘yes please’.

THE END
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